
 

 

Background:  

Lessons from recent national emergencies identified a 

significant gap in government direction to industry on 

the development of organisational resilience and the 

management of disruptive events. The Cabinet Office 

was tasked with the development of a British Standard 

to develop resilience across the UK private and public 

sectors. 

 

Squared Apples’ Solution: 

Squared Apples was invited by the Civil Contingency lead 

to assist with the development and review of the draft 

BS65000 standard. Working collaboratively with the  Civil 

Contingencies Secretariat, the Squared Apples lead dis-

cussed the importance of culture and leadership within the 

development of resilience within organisations.  

 

Result: 

Working with the Civil Contingencies Secretariat and 

leading representatives from Industry within a na-

tional Standards development working group, the 

Squared Apples lead was part of the team that deliv-

ered the BS65000 Organisational Resilience nation-

al standard.  

Due to the subject matter expertise of the Squared 

Apples representative, Squared Apples was invited 

to present at the 2015 international BCI day on the 

topic of Organisational Resilience and BS65000, 

alongside the Civil Contingencies Lead. Subse-

quently Squared Apples also delivered Organisation-

al Resilience briefing to the London based Corporate 

Security and Resilience Networks (CSARN).    

 

Case Study: Development of BS65000 Organisational Resilience Standard 

Executive Summary  



About Us 

Squared Apples is a thought leader for organisational resili-

ence. We deliver leadership, management, business continuity 

and disruptive event management advice and training. 

Our experienced personnel have worked closely with organisa-

tions of all sizes, across the private and public sectors, to build 

a resilience culture  within UK industry. 

 

Background: 

With the implementation of the Civil Contingencies Act 

in 2004 and the publication of the Pitt review in 2008, it 

was identified that the level of resilience within UK pri-

vate and public sectors was not at the required level. 

As part of the 2010 National Security Strategy, the UK 

Government, via the Cabinet Office, sought to develop 

greater resilience within the UK industry base to the 

threat of terrorism, cyber attacks and natural disruptive 

events. 

As part of this programme, the Civil Contingencies 

Secretariat were tasked with overseeing the develop-

ment of the strategic guidance framework; part of this 

was BS65000: Organisational Resilience standard.  

 

Squared Apples’ Solution: 

Recognised as a thought leader on the subject of Or-

ganisational Resilience, Squared Apples was invited 

by the Civil Contingencies Lead to support the devel-

opment of the BS65000 document as part of the work-

ing group review team. 

Utilising experience from military and industry circles, 

Squared Apples was able to advise on the impact of 

culture, adaptive leadership and the importance of lo-

calised organisational governance around the imple-

mentation of the standard.  

 

Services Provided: 

Collaborative working with industry partners 

Subject matter expertise 

Presentation skills 

Stakeholder engagement 

Document reviewing 

 

Result: 

The standard was developed collaboratively and 

submitted to HM Government for sign off and ac-

ceptance. Post government review, the Squared Ap-

ples lead was requested to be part of the SME panel 

to present at the Business Continuity Institute Inter-

national World Conference on Building Organisation-

al Resilience. 

Subsequently Squared Apples were also requested 

to present at the Corporate Security and Resilience 

Networks (CSARN) annual conference on the sub-

ject of building resilience within London companies. 
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